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DirectDepositLoan.com Re-Launches With Refined Application Process and
Secure, Informative Site Features

Getting a Direct Deposit Loan in a Responsible WayHas Never Been Simpler

(PRWEB) December 03, 2011 -- As money becomes even more difficult to manage with the impending
holidays, a sudden expense can leave anyone in need of some emergency cash. With the re-launch of
DirectDepositLoan.com, consumers have that cash available to them via a fast and hassle-free new online
application. A streamlined loan process is only one of the many improvements made to the site.

“DirectDepositLoan.com, while already an online leader in payday loans, ceaselessly works to create the ideal
payday loan experience for customers,” says DirectDepositLoan.com spokesperson Elizabeth McMann. “Free
resources detailing every aspect and benefit of the loan process and a more robust security system mean that
responsible and safe lending is easier than ever before.”

When a user comes to the site looking for a direct deposit loan, they will find the new, convenient form ready.
Once the application has been submitted, DirectDepositLoan.com springs into action, examining its database of
lenders to find the best loan possible. As the user is under no obligation to accept the recommended loan, she
can browse the list of lenders and their products without fear of commitment or fee.

Unlike a traditional loan, DirectDepositLoan.com network lenders provide the fastest way for consumers to get
the money they need. The application and approval process is completed within minutes, and lenders often
deposit money into the borrower’s account the same day or within 24 hours – far quicker than any bank or
credit union.

While speed is most likely a user’s number one priority, safety and security for borrowers are important as well.
To that end, DirectDepositLoan.com has employed the latest in Internet security software to maintain an
uncompromised site and 100 percent secure application. Thanks to the added features, a user’s personal
information is never at risk.

Safety in borrowing may mean protecting personal data, but it also means helping users maintain responsible
borrowing habits. With new, easily read and understood articles, anyone will be able to learn all about the
details of the payday loan process. These resources are free to all and require no registration to access. From
debunking payday loan myths, to the numerous benefits and even helpful advice on how to make the most of
their cash, anyone can make an informed decision when taking out a loan.

DirectDepositLoan.com is proud to unveil the redesign of the site. While other payday loan portals may
pressure visitors into taking out loans irresponsibly, our informative and hassle-free approach helps make the
process straightforward and relaxed. With a fast, secure application, getting the emergency cash that consumers
require in times of need has never been this easy.
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Contact Information
David Chang
Direct Deposit Loan
http://www.DirectDepositLoan.com
714-554-4112

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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